The ability to transform between distinct geometric representations is the key to success of multiple-representation modeling systems. But the existing theory of geometric modeling does not directly address or support construction, conversion, and comparison of geometric representations. A study of classical problems of CSG $ b-rep conversions, CSG optimization, and other representation conversions suggests a natural relationship between a representation scheme and an appropriate decomposition of space. We show that a hierarchy of space decompositions corresponding to di erent representation schemes can be used to enhance the theory and to develop a systematic approach to maintenance of geometric representations.
1. Motivation
Modern theory of representations
The modern eld of solid modeling owes much of its success to the theoretical foundations laid by members of the Production Automation Project at the University of Rochester in the 1970's. The history of these developments is interesting in its own right and is documented elsewhere 46 . The simple, yet powerful, approach to modeling is demonstrated in Figure 1 . Computer representations (\symbol structures") are associated with the appropriately chosen mathematical objects which replace physical \entities" being modeled.
When the objects under study are rigid solids, a typical mathematical modeling space M is the class of semi-algebraic, a regular, and compact subsets of threedimensional Euclidean space 24 . This de nition is existential, i.e. representationfree, and is widely accepted as a de facto standard in solid modeling. A representation scheme s associates with an element of M a syntactically correct nite symbol structure, or representation, from a particular representation space R. At least six families of informationally complete representation schemes are currently known 25 ; two of the most widely used representation schemes have been studied formally: Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) 28 and boundary representation (b-rep) 41;4 .
During the last decade it has become clear that the current state of this theory is not satisfactory for several reasons:
Specifying s for a representation scheme may be di cult because M is supposed to be a space of \representation-free" abstract objects. Because s is a While in theory M can be enlarged to contain semi-analytic sets, the class of semi-algebraic sets is su ciently rich for many practical purposes. Some speci c di erences between the two classes are brie y described in the appendix of the author's thesis 36 . usually not single-valued (representations are not unique), the theory is nonconstructive, i.e. it does not provide means for constructing a particular representation r 2 R for a given object m 2 M. Typically only s ?1 is de ned; s ?1 assigns the semantics to representations of the scheme s, and allows study of the formal properties of a scheme 25 . The representation space R and the range V of s are de ned for every representation scheme on a case-by-case basis; thus, de nitions of distinct representation schemes may be di cult to relate. Recently, it has been argued that compact regular sets are not adequate to represent many physical situations, and a more suitable space M would include arbitrary semi-algebraic open or closed subsets of E d . 32;48 In principle, we can just enlarge M and use the paradigm of Figure 1 , but it is not clear what the useful operations on M are and which properties are preserved under such operations. The above gaps in theory are responsible for a number of practical di culties in geometric modeling. Properties of various representation schemes cannot be e ectively compared 25 . The lack of a common formal framework led to the proliferation of informal concepts, resulted in many redundant e orts, and forced representation problems to be solved on a case-by-case basis.
Based on the author's thesis 36 , this paper seeks to enhance the theory of geometric modeling and the modeling paradigm in Figure 1 by establishing an explicit link between a representation scheme and an appropriate decomposition of space. Such a decomposition of space can be used to de ne a unique canonical representation in a scheme for a given object m 2 M, which facilitates construction, comparison, conversion, and optimization of geometric representations for semi-algebraic sets.
Role of representation conversions
Geometric modeling systems increasingly rely on multiple representations of the same objects, because di erent applications depend on computational properties of di erent representation schemes. Thus, the need to convert and to maintain the consistency between distinct representations is well known 30;20 . The present work was initially stimulated by the desire to solve two seemingly unrelated representation conversion problems: B-rep!CSG conversion is an important problem in solid modeling with significant implications for architecture of systems 20;25 , user-interfaces 52 , and representation optimization 38 . A solution to this problem is outlined in section 2.4. Additional references, a survey of relevant issues, and recent advancements can be found in recent publications 38;39 . A second problem arises in computing representations of solids using only standard set operations, rather than the regularized set operations used in CSG. b While such representations exist for any semi-algebraic set by denition, no practical algorithms to compute such representations are known (recall that regular sets are not closed under standard set operations 45 ). It soon became clear that the existing theory is not adequate for solving such problems because it is mostly axiomatic (and not constructive) in that it seeks to remove ambiguities and formalize the meanings of representations. But the existing theory does not facilitate full understanding of issues in b-rep!CSG conversion, and does not provide the machinery necessary for solutions of many related problems (such as the second problem above). Despite signi cant progress in the understanding of representation comparison, optimization, redundancy elimination, and complexity analysis 44;34;38 , further developments have been hindered by the lack of constructive theories. More generally, such problems are solved on a case-by-case basis, and they often remain the bottlenecks in the design of contemporary geometric modeling systems 25;20 .
Broadly, we are concerned with maintenance of geometric representations, including the tasks of their construction, conversion, and comparison; most such problems can be formulated as problems of representation conversion:
Given a representation 1 of a set S, compute another representation 2 of S satisfying certain properties. In this paper we only deal with exact conversions. To maintain the important distinction between a set and its representations, we will use Roman symbols to denote sets, and Greek symbols to denote representations. When representation represents a set S, we will write S = j j. Representation comparison. Given any two representations 1 and 2 , it is often important to test if they represent the same set, i.e. if j 1 j = j 2 j. The ability to perform representation comparison is often a crucial factor in choosing a representation scheme or a geometric modeling system. Many important application algorithms (such as interference detection) can be formulated using comparison tests 44 . Note that bilateral conversion between 1 and 2 is possible if and only if the two representations de ne the same set.
Representation optimization De ne the size of 1 as a number of selected symbols in 1 , e.g. a number of operations, or a number of polynomial primitives. Then the problem of representation optimization is to nd another representation 2 in the same representation scheme of a smaller, perhaps minimal, size. Some well known instances of representation optimization include CSG minimization problems 44;51;34;38 , boundary merging algorithms 31 , and the simpli cation procedure for SGCs 32 . Conversion between schemes The most common, the most di cult, and probably the most important situation is when representations 1 and 2 belong to two di erent representation schemes. Such problems vary greatly in their complexity; some of the examples in solid modeling include CSG!b-rep 31 and b-rep!CSG conversion 38;39 . Numerous additional references on conversions between schemes can be found elsewhere 26 . The lack of good tools to perform conversions between certain schemes has signi cantly in uenced the architecture and design of geometric modeling systems 25;20 .
Many representation conversion problems appear to be ill-de ned because definitions in distinct representation schemes cannot be easily related, and because the sought representation is usually not unique in its representation scheme. In brep!CSG conversion, what is the desired CSG representation and on which primitives? How do we know that a representation minimization leads (or does not lead) to a unique representation? Even the unique boundary of a set (which is a set itself) can be represented in many di erent ways 41 .
An ideal scenario
The representation maintenance problems seem to become easier if a set of canonical formats in representation schemes could be de ned. The scenario is demonstrated in Figure 2 . Every representation (of some geometric object S) in a scheme s can be converted into the format unique for s. Thus any two representations in the same scheme s can be compared for various properties by the reduction to the unique formats in s. Furthermore, the format in any scheme can be converted to the \neutral canonical format," thus establishing a relationship amongst di erent schemes. In the rest of the paper, we explore the feasibility of implementing this modeling scenario in geometric modeling.
To illustrate and motivate the discussion, we consider several speci c representation maintenance tasks that have been studied elsewhere. The problem of boundary evaluation given a CSG representation of a solid has been studied by many and is well understood 31 . The inverse problem of computing a CSG representation of a solid given its boundary has been addressed only recently 38;39;40 . In section 2, we sketch solutions of both problems and identify common computational themes and methods. We will also see how the problem of CSG optimization is related to the conversion problems.
These and other examples suggest a general approach to maintenance of repre-sentations, based on space decompositions. Speci cally, every representation scheme corresponds to a unique way to decompose the space into cells, which are the primitive objects representable in this scheme. The union of some of these cells gives rise to a canonical representation of a point set in that representation scheme by a xed set of polynomial equalities and inequalities. The type of cells (closed, open, connected, etc.) is determined by operations that are associated with a particular representation scheme. Di erent representation schemes lead to di erent decompositions of space; sometimes these decompositions are incompatible, which explains why some representation conversions are easier than others. Once a desired space decomposition is computed, the standard \generate and test" paradigm can be used to compute which cells are needed for the canonical representation of a given point set. Thus, the success of the modeling scenario in Figure 2 hinges on the ability to compute decompositions of space. These decompositions should be of manageable size, yet ne enough to accommodate the desired representation schemes. When a space decomposition is not su ciently ne, some cells in the decomposition may not be \describable" in a given representation scheme. In this case, representing cells may require a construction known as \separation," whose purpose is to separate certain cells in decomposition from each other. Describability and separation are de ned and discussed in section 5. We conclude with a short summary and discussion of relevant open issues in section 6.
Example: b-rep $ CSG conversion
To illustrate the di culties arising in maintenance of geometric representations, and to further motivate the development of the new theory, we consider the classical conversion problems of solid modeling: b-rep ! CSG , CSG ! b-rep , and CSG optimization.
Throughout the paper simple two-dimensional examples will be used; we will also discuss generalizations to more complex domains and higher dimensions. Recall that \solidity" is a topological property that is relative to the topology of a universal set. More speci cally, in this paper a solid is a set of points in E n that is compact, regular, and semi-algebraic 24;27 . A two-dimensional solid is such a set in E 2 .
CSG representations of solids
CSG representations are based on the algebra of regular sets and regularized set operations 28 . Regularization of a set X is de ned as kiX; where k and i denote respectively operations of closure and interior. Regularized set operations \ ; ; ?
are de ned by regularizing the results of the corresponding standard set operations and have the e ect of always producing homogeneously n-dimensional sets. Properties of closed regular sets have been studied extensively 18;15;27 and are well understood.
A CSG representation of a solid S is a syntactic expression constructed using regularized set operations on a set of halfspaces 28 . To simplify the notation, we will use ( ); (+); ( )instead of the respective regularized set operations. CSG representations are not unique. For example, the solid de ned by the union of a block and a disk in Figure 3 CSG representations have many desirable properties. As algebraic expressions constructed from regularized set operations and primitive halfspaces, CSG representations are intrinsically high-level, robust, parametric, and concise descriptions of solids. The main drawback of CSG is lack of explicit references to the boundary of the solid, which restricts development of many application algorithms. The boundary representation (b-rep) of a solid S is essentially a representation of its boundary @S. Comprehensive surveys of properties and di erent types of boundary representations, including historical background, can be found in recent books on solid modeling 16;13 . While @S is unique, there are many di erent breps capable of representing @S. In this paper, we will assume that b-rep of a three-dimensional (or two-dimensional) solid S is a nite collection of closed twodimensional (or respectively one-dimensional) sets called faces Q i , i.e.
Each face Q i is a subset of a surface or curve that is given as a set c (f i = 0), where typically f i (x; y) is a real polynomial function. A halfspace h i is induced from (or associated with) a face Q i as h i (f i 0): The halfspaces need not be regular or connected sets. Note also that distinct faces may or may not overlap and can be represented in many di erent ways 41 ; in this sense boundary representations are not unique. (Other important di erences in b-reps are related to methods for representing the order and adjacency of the faces, but we do not deal with these issues in this paper.)
The advantages and disadvantages of b-reps are also well known 25;20 . Brie y, explicit representation of boundaries is required in many applications, making brep the currently most popular representation. At the same time, b-reps are quite sensitive to numerical problems and are di cult to edit and parameterize. Since most solid modelers must support Boolean operations in one form or another, the success of solid modeling is largely dependent on the ability to perform boundary evaluation. The rst systematic study of this problem is due to Requicha and Voelcker 31 . Consider again the solid in gure 3(a). The rectangular block is an intersection of four linear halfspaces, and it is easy to write a CSG expression de ning the resulting solid. In this case, evaluating boundary is straightforward and involves the following steps.
1. From every primitive solid in the given CSG de nition, we obtain the primitive's boundary. In the example of Figure 3 , the boundaries are 4 lines and one circle. 2. If the solid S is de ned by a CSG representation using primitive halfspaces h 1 ; : : :; h n , then the boundary @S (@h 1 : : : @h n ) 27 . Thus, faces in b-rep can be constructed from pieces of primitive boundaries, assuming that every such face can be somehow individually represented. 3. We trim all primitive boundaries against each other to obtain a collection of tentative faces; these are line and circle segments in Figure 3 (b). 4. All points of a tentative face have the same classi cation with respect to every primitive in CSG and with respect to the de ned solid S: in, on, or out. The boundary @S consists of all those faces that are on S. To classify a given tentative face with respect to S, it must be rst classi ed with respect to 44 . For example, if a face is in one of the primitives, it is also in the union of this primitive with other sets. 5. Finally, the adjacent faces in @S can be merged into larger faces leading to a more compact b-rep. In our example, the three adjacent circular`on' segments in Figure 3 (b) could be combined in a single circular edge. Many variants of the above procedure have been suggested. In three dimensions, boundary evaluation can rely either on tentative faces or on tentative edges. E cient boundary evaluation would perform the above computations hierarchically and incrementally, taking advantage of structural and spatial locality 44 . Because all points of tentative faces have the same classi cation with respect to @S, all face, and edge classi cation computations sooner or later reduce to a number of single point membership classi cation (PMC) tests.
B-rep ! CSG conversion
As much as CSG ! b-rep conversion has been a major enabling technology, the inability to perform b-rep ! CSG conversion has been a signi cant limiting factor in development of solid modeling systems. Only recently, general solutions to this problem have been proposed and prototype algorithms have been implemented 38;39 . Practical modeling systems taking advantage of this technology are already beginning to appear 19 , even though some important technical problems are not completely solved 40 . The procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 To classify a given cell, it is su cient to pick any point inside the cell and perform a PMC test against the b-rep of S. 5. The produced CSG is verbose and ine cient, and we may wish to perform Boolean optimization of the result. This subject is discussed below. The single most di cult step in the above algorithm is construction of separating halfspaces, which is only partially solved at this time. In Figure 4 (b), there are two cells that are both inside the block and outside the disk; yet one of them is in S and another is out of S. Clearly the two cells cannot be represented by a CSG in isolation from each other using only the halfspaces in Figure 4 (b); thus, a set of additional (non-unique) separating halfspaces is required for any CSG representation of S. In this case, the required separation is achieved by addition of a single linear halfspace in Figure 4 (c). A detailed discussion and summary of recent results can be found elsewhere 40 . The computational bottleneck of b-rep ! CSG conversion lies in generating and classifying points in tentative cells.
CSG optimization
Given a CSG representation, we may want to convert it into another CSG representation satisfying some additional criteria. The conversion problem in which we seek to nd a CSG representation with a smaller number of primitives, or a smaller number of Boolean operations, is commonly called CSG optimization.
Suppose we have computed the CSG representation of a solid as described in the last section. The resulting CSG representation is a union of two-dimensional cells, each cell represented by an intersection of all primitives (or their complements). Such a CSG representation for solid in Figure 5 would be S = jabcde + abcde + abcde + abcde + abcdej:
(1) Systematic procedures for CSG minimization take advantage of the fact that the set of all possible CSG representations on a xed set of halfspaces form a nite Boolean algebra, and the classical methods of Boolean minimization can be used. In particular, the expressions as (1) above serve as disjunctive canonical forms (DCF) for elements (sets) in such an algebras. Given such a disjunctive canonical CSG representation, a smaller or minimal disjunctive (`sum-of-products') CSG representation could be computed. The minimal representation is known to be a union of some prime implicants representing the same set. Intuitively, prime implicants are intersections (product terms) of a minimal number of halfspaces that represent (maximal) subsets of a given solid. In Figure 5 , there are exactly two prime implicants whose union de nes the solid: abcd and e, and S = jabcd + ej.
In general, computing all prime implicants is not practical, but many good heuristic procedures are known 22;39 . All such procedures rely on the ability to perform the inclusion test to determine whether one set contains another. Such tests can be performed, if the decomposition of space (such as that shown in Figure 5 ) is known, and a point from the interior of every cell in the decomposition is available. Then any required inclusion test can be reduced to a number of syntactic tests for formal implication, and do not require any additional geometric computations. Thus, given any CSG representation, it can be optimized as follows.
1. Every primitive appearing in the given CSG representation of a solid S serves as a halfspace. 2. We seek to represent S more e ciently using the same set of halfspaces. 3. We decompose the space using the boundaries of these halfspaces into a collection of tentative two-dimensional cells (similar to the corresponding step in b-rep ! CSG conversion).
4. Every such cell in the decomposition is then classi ed against the given CSG representation of S. This classi cation is straightforward, once a point in the cell's interior is obtained. 5. Now we have a disjunctive canonical (for the given set of halfspaces) CSG representation of S, which can be used to compute prime implicants and to perform other optimization tests. A detailed discussion of the above steps, as well as comprehensive treatment of the related optimization problems and many additional references, can be found in recen publications 38;39 . 3. Generalization
It is not a coincidence that the solution to each of the three problems in the preceding section is outlined in ve steps, even though some steps may appear trivial. Collectively, the described examples suggest a generic approach to all representation conversion problems. Suppose we are given a representation of a set S (which may or may not be solid) in some representation scheme called X-rep, and we seek a representation of S in a scheme called Y-rep (X-rep and Y-rep may be the same scheme). The X-rep ! Y-rep conversion could be approached in the same ve steps:
1. From every primitive in the given X-rep of a set S, we induce a polynomial f i . As an illustration, suppose we are given a CSG representation of a regular set S and we seek to represent S using standard (non-regularized) set operations. One could attempt to use the same set of primitives, but solids are not closed under standard set operations; thus, CSG primitives may not be su cient to represent S in the new scheme.
Consider the example in Figure 6 (a). The set of points de ned by inequality (y 3 ? y 2 ? x 2 0) includes the two-dimensional shaded set and the point at the origin. It is easy to de ne a regular set as S = ki(y 3 ? y 2 ? x 2 0); but how do we represent S using only standard set operations? Additional separating halfspaces must be introduced ( Figure 6(b) ), which is reminiscent of the separation in b-rep ! CSG conversion. Once a su cient set of primitives is obtained, we would like to decompose the space into cells. The de nition of these cells is not immediately clear, but they must satisfy at least two conditions: (1) each cell should be either in or out of S, and (2) the union of cells in S should have a representation using standard set operations. This representation of S could be then optimized according to some criteria. This speci c conversion is discussed further in the author's thesis 36 , but here we are more interested in answering the above questions, and developing a common basis upon which any such conversion procedure can be systematically derived.
Semantics of geometric representations
A representation space R can be viewed as a language generated by a grammar 29 . Accordingly, a representation is a syntactic construct, whose semantics is hidden in s. More precisely, since s ?1 (r) associates with every representation an element of the mathematical modeling space M, by de nition, s ?1 is the semantic function. Properties of a representation scheme such as validity, completeness, and uniqueness, can be de ned completely if properties of s ?1 are understood 25 . Formal semantics of (programming) languages is usually de ned using one of several methods, depending on the purpose of the de nition 23 . In the axiomatic approach 12 , the meaning of a language statement is de ned by specifying the e ect of the computation, without indicating how it is achieved. In essence, this is what is suggested in Figure 1 . It is well known that the axiomatic de nitions are particularly useful to language users for speci cation and veri cation of programs. But because it is the most abstract and \high-level" de nition, the axiomatic approach is of little use to language designers and implementors. Thus, while the classical theory of solid modeling 25 focuses on properties of representations of solids, it does not suggest how such representations may be constructed and transformed.
In contrast, in the denotational approach 42 , the meaning of a language construct is given by denotations { loosely, expressions de ning semantic functions on various semantic domains. A complete description would specify all involved domains (e.g. reals, logical, polynomials, etc.) and deal with ambiguous, unde ned, and invalid cases. It is the denotational approach that is usually used in compiler and even hardware speci cation, because it o ers a hierarchical and precise mechanism for de ning the semantics of language expressions.
We will not attempt to develop complete formal semantics for all geometric representations in this paper. Instead, we suggest that a representation scheme can be characterized (to a large extent) by the mathematical operations that would be required, if a formal denotational characterization of the geometric representation were attempted.
Basic mathematical operations
We focus on representation schemes whose semantics can be characterized by four operations: standard set union , intersection \, complement ?, operation of closure k, together with an ability to select a connected component of a set. d
The usefulness of the rst four operations may be apparent, and many other operations, including interior, exterior, boundary, and regularization, are easily de ned by sequences of these operations, e.g. The ability to select connected components of a set is also very useful in formal de nitions of geometric representations. For example, consider the meaning of a boundary representation of a solid that is constructed as a union of trimmed faces. Faces are subsets of surfaces de ned by polynomial equalities, and trimming could be achieved in a variety of ways. But not every set constructed from polynomial equalities and set operations is a boundary of a solid. A valid boundary @S de nes a solid S completely and unambiguously in the following sense 24 : (1) complement of the boundary, ?@S, is a disconnected subset of E d ; and (2) the interior iS and exterior eS are unions of some connected components of ?@S.
Theoretically, identifying a single point in a set is su cient to specify the connected component containing this point. In practice, the selection of connected components is achieved through a combination of means: orienting the boundary, specifying the \material" side of the solid, assuming boundedness of the interior, and so on. But formal de nition of the operation of selecting a particular connected component of a semi-algebraic set appears di cult, because it requires the ability to order and index through the connected components of any (a priori unknown) semi-algebraic set. To the best of the author's knowledge, the latter problem has not been solved and causes a number of practical di culties in commercial geometric modeling systems (for example, it is directly related to the so-called \persistent id" problem discussed by Ho mann 14 ). In the absence of a better de nition, in this paper we will refer to the operation of connected component, sometimes abbreviated cc, with the understanding that the precise de nition of this operation requires additional information (such as a point from the set in question) and may even depend on the semi-algebraic set it is being applied to. e A distinguishing characteristic of a particular representation scheme is the type of allowed nite sequences of the above operations applied to a nite set of polynomial equalities and inequalities. When implemented on a computer, these operations are used to distinguish points in the represented set S from points not in S. In case of CSG, these are regularized set operations; boundary representation seems to require all ve operations. There are many di erent schemes that could be classi ed as \cell decompositions"; the common feature of all cell decompositions is that they are de ned as a union of cells (the type of cells may vary). More elaborate representation schemes 33 depend on ability to perform topological operations of closure k, interior i, @, and so forth.
Role of decompositions
We will defer the discussion of step 2 in the above ve-step conversion procedure to section 5, and for the time being assume that the set of polynomials F induced from X-rep is also su cient for constructing Y-rep of S. It is usually the case that many di erent Y-reps can be constructed for the set S using the same set of polynomial primitives. The scenario described in section 1.3 and the examples in section 2 suggest that every such representation should be convertible to a unique canonical representation in that scheme. Of course, such a canonical representation is of no use, unless we also possess a practical algorithm for converting every other representation in the scheme into the canonical one. We will now show that in case of CSG, the canonical representation is closely related to a particular decomposition of space by primitives in a given CSG representation.
Suppose set S can be represented by some CSG representation using a xed set of halfspaces H = fh 1 ; : : :; h n g, with every halfspace h i de ned as (f i 0).
In nitely many distinct CSG representations can be constructed for S (for example, e Alternatively, we could rely on the well-de ned operation that returns all connected components of a semi-algebraic set; however this would further complicate the notation without substantially advancing the goals of this paper. (2) One way to compute this canonical form would be to systematically rewrite the given CSG expression into a disjunctive canonical form using the standard methods from switching theory. But this is clearly impractical, since syntactically 2 n distinct terms k can be formed. Fortunately, for n polynomials of degree bounded by k, at most (1 + nk) d of such terms de ne non-empty subsets in d-dimensional Euclidean space 11 ; thus, most of the terms k de ne an empty set. It is also clear that j k j \ j j j = ;; k 6 = j;
In other words, the non-empty canonical intersection terms form a decomposition of space E d , that has a reasonable size and can be computed, at least in principle.
We see that in the case of CSG, every representation can be put in a unique canonical form by computing the decomposition of space into subsets j k j, with every k de ned by a CSG expression in the form of (2). This basic observation forms the basis for the b-rep ! CSG conversion and CSG optimization procedures described in section 2. The algebraic nature of CSG representations is important for several reasons: (1) it de nes a language of geometric representations that is closed under the regularized set operations; (2) it assures the existence of a unique canonical form; and (3) it de nes a set of syntactic transformations on elements of the algebra (sets). But it is the decomposition of the Euclidean space that allows development of practical algorithms operating on the (CSG) expressions in this algebra. Can this relationship between an algebra and a decomposition be generalized to other representation schemes? The next section shows that the general answer to this question is a rmative.
Finite algebras and decompositions
Earlier, in section 3.3, we argued that a representation scheme s is characterized by a set of operations on semi-algebraic sets; a nite collection of semi-algebraic sets that is closed under these operations form an algebra of sets L. (In case of CSG, L is a Boolean algebra of all sets that can be represented by a nite set of halfspaces and the regularized set operations.) The algebra L, in turn, determines the decomposition of E d that can be used to construct a canonical representation in scheme s. This section relies on well known properties of Boolean algebras and distributive lattices that are summarized in Appendix A of this paper.
Partitions and Boolean algebras
The reasoning we used to arrive at the canonical CSG representation applies to any other Boolean algebra with operations +; ; ? (whatever their interpretation . Any nite expression using these three operations can be rewritten in a disjunctive canonical form, and the product terms of that form correspond to some partition of the Euclidean space.
On the other hand, any arbitrary nite collection of subsets fA i g of E d satisfying A i A j = ;; i 6 = j; and A Boolean algebra can be also closed under additional operations. For example, every cell in a linear arrangement is a connected cell; this implies that a connected component of any set formed by the union of cells is also a union of some cells in the arrangement. Thus this Boolean algebra is closed under the operation of connected component. f Later we consider a Boolean algebra that is also closed under the operation of closure.
Decompositions and nite lattices
Boolean algebra is a special type of a more general algebra called a distributive lattice, which is closed under only two Boolean operations +; . Lattice elements can f This statement does not require the precise de nition of connected component (see discussion in section 3.3); it simply states that if X is an element of the algebra, then every connected component of X is also an element in the same algebra. Figure 8 shows a decomposition of E 2 into four join-irreducible subsets: the same three R; C; W as in Figure 7 , and a new subset R 1 R. It is easy to see that W; C and R 1 are atoms, whereas R is not.
It is well known (see Appendix A) that the set of all join-irreducible elements fJ k g of a nite distributive lattice L is unique and completely determines the structure of the lattice L and its elements. Two canonical representations can be obtained for every element S of a lattice: in one S is a sum of all join-irreducible elements J k such that J k S; and in another S is a sum of the minimal set of join-irreducible elements J k such that J k S. As an illustration, consider the set of all simplices in a nite simplicial complex embedded in E d . Every simplex of dimension k contains k+1 simplices of dimension k ? 1, and the intersection of any two simplices in the complex is either empty or is another simplex. It follows that the set of all simplicial subcomplexes in the given complex is a lattice, and the simplices are its join-irreducible elements. Every such subcomplex can be uniquely de ned as a union of all the simplices it contains, or it can be given as a union of only those simplices that are not faces of another higher-dimensional simplex.
In geometric modeling, lattices are usually associated with representation schemes that are restricted to only closed, or only open sets, since both open and closed sets are closed under nite set union and intersection. Just as with Boolean algebras, special lattices exist that are also closed under additional operations.
From algebras to decompositions
This duality between algebras and space decompositions suggests a method for identifying the decomposition of space corresponding to a particular representation scheme, which in turn allows systematic development of algorithms based on this space decomposition. Speci cally, every representation scheme can be viewed as a language of expressions over some algebra. Then the type of elements and operations in this algebra de ne the type of space decompositions needed for computations in that scheme. Figures 9(a-p) show di erent decompositions of space computed for a single polynomial f(x; y) = xy. In practice we seek to compute decompositions of space for more than one polynomial, but this simple example su ces for illustration purposes. The solid lines indicate the boundaries of closed sets, the dashed lines indicate the boundaries of open sets, and identical shading is applied to connected components of the same set.
The decomposition in Figure 9 Figures (l-p) show decompositions corresponding to the same algebras (closure algebra, lattices contained in it, and Boolean algebras of regular sets) that are also closed under the operation of connected component. This example shows that di erent algebras may lead to similar or identical decompositions; many other special relationships between the decomposition can be found based on properties of the de ned algebras. These relationships partly explain why some algorithms relying on di erent decompositions of space achieve seemingly the same results. The example, although simple, also illustrates some of the di culties in developing algorithms for computing the needed decompositions. Conditions (3) and (4) on atoms and join-irreducible elements cannot be applied directly, because they require computing all elements of the algebra (and the number of such elements is bounded only by 2 (size of decomposition) ). Thus, we must characterize these elements in some other ways, ways, so that the corresponding decompositions can be computed for any given set of polynomials and a de nition of algebra.
Consider the task of computing the atoms of a closure algebra L c (F) that is also closed under the operation of connected component (Figure 9(l) ), for some nite set of polynomials F. Since L c (F) is closed under all operations considered in this paper, it is the most important algebra in the sense that the corresponding space decomposition holds the key to the \neutral canonical representation" in the ideal scenario of Figure 1 .3. We know that atoms of L c (F) are sets that are signinvariant with respect to F, because of the closure under set operations \, , and ?. To be also closed under the operation of connected component, the atoms must be themselves connected. And nally, the introduction of the closure operation k leads to the closure condition, that can be stated as follows: if A k is an atom, then kA k = S j A j . In other words, the closure of every atom must a nite union of some other atoms of the closure algebra. By de nition, such a decomposition of space exists for every nite set of polynomials F, but can it also be computed by a Connectedness of atoms by itself is neither necessary nor su cient to guarantee the closure condition. For example, atoms of Boolean algebras in Figure 9 (a) and (g) are disconnected but satisfy the closure condition. On the other hand, the atoms in Figure 9 (d) are connected but do not satisfy the closure condition.
The classical result 49 implies that every semi-algebraic set can be partitioned into a nite number of relatively open submanifolds of various dimensions, but again, this is neither su cient nor necessary for achieving the closure condition. Figure  10 (a) shows a decomposition of space into connected manifold pieces that still do not satisfy the closure condition. Apparently, the decomposition in Figure 9 (l) is the smallest possible partition satisfying all three conditions of sign-invariance, connectedness, and closure. On the other hand, let f = g 2 , where g is any polynomial. Then the partition of space into two sign-invariant sets: (f > 0) and (f = 0), trivially satis es the closure condition, regardless of the topological properties of the sign-invariant sets!
From decompositions to algebras
The above examples suggest that nding an algorithm to compute the atoms of a closure algebra L c (F) generated by a nite number of polynomial equalities and inequalities may be di cult without additional assumptions and/or restrictions. But recall that every partition of space corresponds to some Boolean algebra. What if, instead of starting with an algebra L c (F), we look for a decomposition of space that will satisfy most or all requirements on atoms of L c (F)? Speci cally, given a nite set of polynomials F, we seek a partition of space E d into atoms such that: every atom is a sign-invariant subset of E d with respect to all polynomials in F; every atom is a connected set; all atoms satisfy the closure condition; the number of atoms is \reasonable" (i.e. can be computed in practice). However, we no longer require that these atoms be describable by the given polynomials F and operations of \; ; ?; k; and connected component. If found, such a decomposition is guaranteed to be at least as ne as (and may be ner than) that into atoms of the closure algebra L c (F). Thus, any set S, that is an element of L c (F), can be also represented as a union of atoms in this new decomposition of space, but this does not guarantee that S is describable by F and the ve operations.
All these requirements are satis ed by a sign-invariant partition of space called Whitney regular strati cation 50 If in addition every stratum M i is connected, the requirement that is a stratapreserving map has a simple intuitive interpretation. It says that it is possible to choose a small enough radius , so that the neighborhoods of all points of M i meet the same strata in the strati cation. For example, the partition in Figure 10 (a) is a strati cation, but it is not Whitney regular. Comparing the neighborhoods of the origin and any other point on the y-axis (Figure 10(b) ), we see additional strata in the neighborhood of the origin. In contrast, the strati cation in Figure  9 (l) is Whitney regular, because the point at the origin is removed into a separate stratum.
It is also known that a Whitney regular strati cation into connected strata satis es the closure condition 9 , and that every semi-algebraic set admits a canonical minimal Whitney regular strati cation 47 .
A Whitney regular strati cation of E d satisfying our needs can be obtained by partitioning sign-invariant sets into smooth submanifolds of varying dimension. Let us x the set of polynomials F, and consider the set
R is an open d-dimensional subset of E d , and its connected components satisfy the requirement of Whitney regularity in a trivial fashion. Let A k be a sign-invariant set such that dim(A k ) < d. Subdivide every A k into a minimal number of connected strata fM i g such that every point of M i meets the same sign-invariant sets A j .
It follows 9 that these sets M i together with connected components of R form the minimal Whitney regular sign-invariant (with respect to F) strati cation of E d into connected strata.
It appears that this partition of space is the smallest possible decomposition that exists for any nite set of polynomials and satis es all postulated requirements. The Whitney regular sign-invariant strati cation is apparently singly-exponential in the dimension d of Euclidean space 5 , and is of manageable size in E 3 for low-degree g A smooth map is a di eomorphism if it is one to one and onto, and if the inverse map ?1 is also smooth 10 . polynomials. A smaller decomposition may exist for a particular restricted choice of polynomials, but we have already seen that these may be di cult to characterize.
Describability and Separation

Describability
An immediate consequence of this connection between algebras and decompositions of space is emergence of a canonical representation in a scheme. Every scheme can be formally interpreted through the operations of some algebra; this algebra de nes a space decomposition, and every representation in the scheme can be reduced to canonical form by replacing all point sets by a union of some cells in this decomposition.
Thus, CSG is interpreted in the algebra of closed regular sets with operations \ ; ; ? ; b-rep can be interpreted in an algebra whose elements are closed at least under operations of (to union the faces), \ (to de ne edges), and, as discussed in section 3.3, connected component (to distinguish the interior of the solid from its exterior); a representation scheme based on the standard set operations \, can be interpreted though the use of an appropriate lattice; and so forth.
Assuming that the required decompositions of space can be computed, these canonical representations allow formulation of the representation conversion problems through the construction of appropriate canonical representations, as was outlined in the ve-step procedure in section 3.1. The procedure works only if the additional requirement of step 2 is satis ed, namely a set of polynomials F must be su cient to represent the desired set S. In other words, S must be describable by F in the representation scheme. We have already seen in sections 2 and 3 that this is not always the case, and cannot be assumed in general. Fortunately, the connection between algebras and decompositions of space can be used again:
to decide when S may or may not be describable by F; to develop systematic tests for describability; and to aid in constructing a su cient set F so that S is describable. The basic observation is that a set S is describable by a nite set of polynomials F in a representation scheme, if and only if S belongs to the nite algebra corresponding to that representation scheme. Further, S is describable by F, if and only if there is a canonical representation of S constructed from a union of cells in the space decomposition corresponding to this algebra. This of course requires that any such union of cells is describable by F. And thus we arrive at a test for describability in a representation scheme: once the decomposition of space into cells is computed, set S is describable if and only if every cell in the decomposition is either completely in or completely outside of S.
In Figure 4 (b), the decomposition of space corresponding to the canonical CSG representation results in an atom (de ned by a canonical intersection term of the form (2)) that is partly in and partly out of S. As a result, set S is not describable by the ve polynomials and the regularized set operations. The space decomposition corresponding to the canonical b-rep is shown in Figure 3(b) : once every on-cell is represented, their union gives @S, and interior of S is a connected component of set ?@S. Thus S is describable by the same ve polynomials, the standard set operations, and operation of connected component. Another example is shown in gure 11(a): set S is a union of three sets that are atoms of the closure algebra (the corresponding decomposition is shown in Figure 9(l) ). It follows that S can be described using operations \; ; ?; k; and connected component; but it cannot be represented using \; ; ? alone, because set (f = 0) is an atom of the corresponding Boolean algebra (Figure 9(a) ) and is partly in S and partly out of S. 
Hierarchy of decompositions
In many cases we do not need to perform the describability test, because we may know a priori that the set of polynomials is su cient. This is the case, for example, in step 2 of CSG ! b-rep conversion in section 2.3. Similarly, if we have a representation of a solid using standard set operations \; , then CSG representation using regularized set operations is obtained by a trivial syntactic substitution. In contrast, the two inverse problems stated in sections 2.4 and 3.1 respectively may require construction of additional polynomial primitives.
The two situations are easily distinguished by considering the hierarchy or algebras and corresponding decompositions. Let us again consider the hypothetical X-rep ! Y-rep conversion as described in section 3.1. Suppose representation X uses a set of polynomials F, and consider the two decompositions of space by F: fX i g corresponding to X-rep, and fY j g corresponding to Y-rep. If fY j g is a decomposition ner than fX i g, then every set X i is a union of some Y j . Thus, any set describable by X-rep is also describable by Y-rep, and no additional testing is needed. This explains why no additional primitives are required for CSG ! b-rep conversion and for converting a standard (non-regularized) set representations of solids into CSG representations. But when decomposition fY j g is coarser than fX i g, or when one decomposition is not a re nement of the other, the union of cells Y j may not be describable using polynomials F alone. This is precisely the case in b-rep ! CSG conversion and when converting a CSG representation to a representation using only standard set operations.
The relationship between the decompositions often follows from the relationship between their corresponding algebras. The partial hierarchy can be observed in Figure 9 . Every Boolean algebra contains lattices of closed and open sets; this is re ected in the fact that the decomposition in Figure 9 (a) is ner than both decompositions in Figures 9(b) and (c) . Similarly, every closure algebra ( Figures  9(g,l) contains lattices of closed and open sets that are also closed under additional operations (shown in Figures 9 (h) , (i), and (m), (n)). Every such lattice contain a Boolean algebra of regular elements (Figures 9 (i) , (j), and (o), (p)), and so on. The containment relationship between these various algebras corresponds to the re nement of decompositions; larger algebras have more join-irreducible elements and correspond to ner decompositions of space. Addition of an operation to an algebra (such as properly de ned operation of selecting a connected component) also usually results in a ner decomposition of space. This hierarchy of algebras is described in more detail in the author's thesis 36 .
The need for additional primitives in step 2 of b-rep ! CSG conversion is now apparent: b-rep corresponds to a space decomposition into connected cells, which is ner than the space decomposition into CSG canonical intersection terms described in section 3.4.
Separation
When set S is not describable by a set of polynomials F in a given representation scheme, it is because there is at least one (and possibly more) join-irreducible element J in the corresponding decomposition of space such that J \ S 6 = ; and J 6 S, i.e., J is neither in, nor out of S. We have also explained that such situations may arise during representation conversions, when a target representation scheme is accompanied by a space decomposition that is not su ciently ne. The target representation scheme is a given, and so are the operations and type of the elements in the corresponding algebra. Thus, the only remaining means to make S describable in the scheme is through addition of more polynomial primitives. Intuitively, additional primitives lead to a ner decomposition of space. If the new primitives eliminate the cause of non-describability by separating set J into smaller join-irreducible elements that are either completely in, or completely out of S, then S becomes describable in the representation scheme using polynomials in F and these additional primitives.
The notion of separation is somewhat di cult to de ne, because of its dependence on the type of decomposition and operations involved. case, separation can be de ned without consideration of such zero points. Sets can be also separated into distinct connected components, and so on.
A problem of particular interest in geometric modeling is that of separating strata in Whitney regular strati cation, so that they are describable using standard set operations \; ; ?. For example, in Figure 11 (b) addition of a single separating polynomial g makes L-shaped set S describable as an intersection of two polynomial primitives. This problem is important for several reasons. Firstly, recall that the strata in Whitney regular sign-invariant strati cation are not guaranteed to be describable even when operations of k and connected component are allowed (see section 4.4). Secondly, this is one of the most di cult separation tasks, and many other separation procedures can be derived from it. In particular (and thirdly), this problem subsumes the problem in b-rep ! CSG conversion, which is a special case of such separation.
When set S is a solid, the purpose of separation is to construct a su cient set of polynomial primitives so that all points inside S are separated (i.e. have a di erent sign for some polynomials) from all points outside of S. This problem is studied and solved for a number of special but important cases 36;40 .
In many practical situations, the boundary @S of a given solid can be used to guide and to greatly simplify construction of the separating polynomials. This approach has been used successfully 39 to solve the conversion problem for a large class of two-dimensional solids. Figure 12 (a) shows a planar solid S represented by its boundary. But S is not describable by polynomials associated with faces of S, because several pairs of two-dimensional sign-invariant sets must be separated (e.g. those containing points p 2 and p 4 , p 1 and p 3 , etc.). Figure 12(b) shows that the set G = fg 1 ; g 2 ; g 3 ; g 4 g of linear separators associated with the chords of @S is su cient for CSG representation of S. It has been shown 39 that for two-dimensional solids bounded by arcs that are subsets of curves of a constant curvature sign, the set of linear separators associated with the arc chords is always su cient. This result is 6. Conclusions
Systematic conversion of representations
The concept of a representation scheme s, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is not entirely satisfactory, because it does not address the issues of representation construction, conversion, and optimization. We argued that a representation scheme can be characterized more precisely as a language of expressions constructed from polynomial inequalities and equalities, and operations on them. Such a characterization tends to remove ambiguities from de nitions of representation schemes and facilitates systematic development of scheme-speci c algorithms. At the same time, a more uni ed view of representations emerges, in which distinctions between schemes become softer and in some sense arbitrary.
A practical consequence of the outlined theory is a systematic de nition of representation conversions in geometric modeling, based on the existence of canonical representations in a scheme. We have now identi ed the main ingredients that are needed to implement the scenario described in Section 1.3 and illustrated in Figure  2 . In every scheme, a canonical representation for a set S is determined by a union of cells J i in the corresponding decomposition of space. Since these cells J i are join-irreducible elements of some algebra, each element J i contains points that are not in any other element of the space decomposition. This implies that any representation conversion can be reduced to a generate-and-test procedure involving a nite number of point membership classi cation tests, as is suggested in step 4 of the ve-step procedure proposed in section 3.1.
The \neutral canonical format" in Figure 2 is determined by a decomposition of space that is ner than all other decompositions corresponding to individual representation schemes. Because all other decompositions can be constructed from the (unions of) elements of this nest decomposition of space, all representation conversions could be performed indirectly, in two stages. This is particularly valuable when the relationship between representation schemes (and the respective space decompositions) is not obvious. We have described such a decomposition in section 4.4, when all representation schemes are restricted to those that can be interpreted using the ve operations: \; ; ?; k; and connected component.
Space decompositions in geometric modeling
The existence and properties of decompositions of E d are a cornerstone of many theoretical results in geometric modeling. For example, the ability to triangulate semi-algebraic and semi-analytic sets was the major factor in choosing them for solid modeling 24 . At the same time, practical geometric algorithms rely on various types of decompositions, often de ned rather informally 31 ). This work uni es theoretical and practical uses of decompositions through the following observations:
Decompositions of E d generate nite algebras of subsets of E d ; hence they determine the type and expressive power of geometric representations.
Decompositions of E d depend only on the set of polynomials F, the type of inequalities, and the operations on them; thus they facilitate the development of general purpose algorithms. A decomposition of E d uniquely de nes the structure of a set S E d , which is crucial for representation maintenance algorithms. For a xed dimension of space E d (d is rarely higher than 3 in geometric modeling), the size of decompositions is a polynomial function of the number and the degree of polynomials in F, which allows the development of practical algorithms. Each element in the decomposition can be represented unambiguously by a single point. This explains why any set membership classi cation algorithm 43 can be reduced to a number of point membership classi cation (PMC) tests. The practical success of the proposed theory depends an ability to compute a decomposition of E d into join-irreducible (or atomic) elements, each represented by a single point. Computing a point in every sign-invariant subset of E d , or in every stratum of a Whitney regular decomposition, is a di cult task. This computation is routinely performed for limited domains (linear, quadratic, etc.) in many modeling systems, and is theoretically possible using algebraic methods, but no practical general-purpose algorithms are available.
On the importance of Whitney regularity
Minimal Whitney regular sign-invariant strati cation of E d was the key construction in generating the closure algebra in section 4.4; this closure algebra contains elements of all other (sub)algebras that are closed under the operations , \, ?, k and connected component. Perhaps even more importantly, Whitney regularity is closely related to the condition of \constant neighborhoods," that is routinely assumed in many computations 31 . Note that our de nition of a neighborhood (when regularized) is consistent with that of a regular neighborhood 43 .
The sign-invariant strati cation is a rather ne partition, and coarser strati cations are often useful. For example, faces in a b-rep are often required to preserve their orientation with respect to a solid, which is another \constant neighborhood" requirement 31 .
The three properties of Whitney regular strati cations | (1) constant neighborhoods on each stratum, (2) satisfaction of the closure condition, and (3) minimality of decomposition | suggest that such strati cations may be a convenient substitute for simplicial and cell (CW) complexes. Indeed, it has been argued 32 that Geometric Complexes constructed from Whitney regular strata are more suitable for theoretical and practical purposes in geometric modeling.
Many issues related to Whitney regular strati cations remain open. Recall that atoms in this partition of space may not be always describable, though it seems natural that they should be, and they are describable in many non-trivial cases. We need a better characterization of such decompositions, so that practical algorithms can be developed. Tighter bounds on the number of strata are also desirable.
Separation and minimization
It should be apparent that there does not exist a unique set of polynomials F that is both necessary and su cient to represent a semi-algebraic set S. Any one such set F can be viewed as a \basis" for a representation of S. More research is needed to understand the issues involved in selecting such a basis.
Probably the most important and di cult task in this area is the construction of a su cient set of separating polynomials. Practical algorithms that compute a reasonably small number of polynomials are needed for a variety of situations. The relationship between the degree of separating polynomials and their number is not well understood.
We have only touched upon the problems of representation minimization, and many questions remain unanswered. For example, if F is su cient to represent S, how do we determine a smallest subset of F that is also necessary to represent S? Is this important? The known examples 21 indicate that a smaller set of polynomials F does not always lead to a smaller size of a representation for S. Minimization of Boolean representations of subsets of E d and a number of related issues has been studied elsewhere 38;39 . Minimization of representations with the operations k and connected component has not been addressed.
Evolution of geometric representations
It was remarked earlier that b-rep has become the representation of choice in many solid modeling systems, while the use of CSG representations seems to be on the decline. In addition, the current trend in modeling emphasizes the use of \geometric features" in conjunction with boundary representations. Geometrically, \features" are geometric objects represented through parameterized primitive instancing 25 , that are somehow \attached" to an existing solid. These features are often combined in so called \feature graphs" that specify when and how this attachment is to be carried out. And so the problems of b-rep ! CSG and CSG ! b-rep seem to be less important today than they were some ten years ago, while the problems of constructing and maintaining consistency of feature graphs in b-rep systems came into focus. However, it appears that the semantics of \feature attachement" must rely on regularized set operations 6 ; therefore, the problem of maintaining the consistency between a feature graph and a boundary representation is at least as di cult as that of b-rep ! CSG conversion. For example, attaching the circular feature to the rectangular body in Figure 3 produces a b-rep that is topologically equivalent to the b-rep in Figure 4 (a). The latter b-rep may be obtained from the original b-rep by enforcing the tangency conditions between the circular arc and the adjacent linear edges. Yet, it is clear that the two solids cannot be described by the same Boolean set-theoretic representation. It is hoped that the methods suggested in this paper may be useful for maintenance of such representations as well.
During the last decade, it has been argued increasingly that mathematical models and representations for models more general than solids are needed 48 and new theories are beginning to emerge. Notably, Rossignac and O'Connor 32 suggest SGCs (selective geometric complexes) based on decompositions of algebraic varieties, as a general mathematical model for semi-algebraic sets with incomplete boundaries and internal structures. SGCs could be viewed as \generalized b-reps" for arbitrary semi-algebraic sets. A generalization of CSG representations called Constructive Non-Regularized Geometry (CNRG) has also been proposed by Rossignac and Requicha 33 . The theory described in this paper is consistent with SGCs and CNRG, but it also o ers a constructive de nition of such representations via appropriate nite algebras and decompositions of E d .
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Functions over algebras are denoted by lower case Greek letters. The distinction between forms and functions is an important one.
Forms and functions over an algebra are formally related by a valuation, a process of assigning values to the variables in the form and computing the resulting value of the expression. This relationship is captured by writing (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) = j (x 1 ; : : :; x n )j: If A is a nite algebra, there is a nite number of distinct functions over A, but an in nite number of distinct forms over A.
If S 2 A is an element of the algebra generated by H, there exists a form over A such that S = j (H)j = j (h 1 ; : : :; h m )j: We then say that S is describable in A by H. In general, (H) is not unique, but j (H)j is by de nition.
We deal with various algebras of subsets of d-dimensional Euclidean space E d . All algebras in the paper satisfy the axioms of a distributive lattice with unit (typically E d ) and zero (;) elements, and sometimes those of a Boolean algebra 3;15 . When a Boolean algebra is also closed under an appropriately de ned operation of closure k, it is called a closure algebra 17 . Closed (open) elements of a Boolean algebra form a (sub)lattice. In the case of a closure algebra, such a lattice called a Brouwerian algebra 18 . Every Brouwerian algebra contains a Boolean algebra of regular elements.
A.3. Structure of Finite Algebras
The following material on representations in nite lattices and Boolean algebras is standard and can be found in many texts. For an in-depth treatment of lattice theory the reader is referred to the classical reference 3 ; a more accessible introduction to the subject is also available 7 .
De nition A.4 Let hA; +; i be a nite lattice with a zero element 0. An element r 6 = 0 of A is join-irreducible if for all x; y 2 A, x + y = r implies x = r or y = r.
Thus a join-irreducible element r cannot be represented as a sum of other elements in A. Every nite distributive lattice A contains a set of join-irreducible elements, which is uniquely determined for A. The join-irreducible elements determine the structure of the lattice A in the sense of the following Lemmas. Lemma A.1 Every element x 2 A has a unique representation as the sum of all join-irreducible elements r 2 A, such that x r = r.
If A has N join-irreducible elements, then A has at most 2 N distinct elements.
But the join-irreducible elements may contain each other, and so Lemma A.1 can be strengthened.
